
That was Friday - Textual Support  
Poem & Early Auto-Ethnographic and Formal Inspirations 

Tasks For Investigation 

Above - Mind Map from Preliminary Development, Dec 2018  
All Content Replicated Below as well as Additions  



I let slip my mind to sadness and gladness gratefulness escape me  
So easily recorded and forgotten by the sides of beds.  
So easily recorded, forgotten and stuffed down sides of beds and mattresses that 
hold the weight of bones and fat so heavy that they might sag and break and bend 
and permanently dip to fit the ever growing bodies stuffed with not enough.  
But mattresses can be replaced along with all our other stuff.  
A break.  
And steps later I am overwhelmed by little worlds that leak through frame to 
frame to me  
And mostly I am taken but the bacon, and the other trimmings too, remind me 
blindly of every other time that you and I digested. 
 It’s not detracting but distracting me and prophylactically I note the arms and legs 
and all the many body parts that easily could touch.  
Unless its shared happiness is not real.  
Homewards, the sun beats in desert rhythms and unfamiliar brilliance of silvery 
waves allow olive skins to breath and turn to leather, all the better to feel you 
with my dear.  
And now we eat. Gigabytes and gigabytes and don’t I look gorgeous.  
Concentrate on slowing down or jealousy is for desert.  
How absurd the city shuts mid afternoon, except for rooms devoid of god, of 
course they are always open.  
I walk again in heat, in tow, my feet and toes in time with those that are 43 years 
ahead.  
We stop and dip and nip in and out of cooler rooms and soon are sitting shadily and 
lazily our hands full of hot and full of cold. 
I run and run and run. Well not that far but still the sun is hot and burns my back I 
check the clock and soon turn back towards the sandy stones that luckily are close 
and temporarily are home.  
And then we roll electrically, collectively attempting to pull up, park, put on 
pretty faces, say our graces. Wine and dine and dash.  
But instead sit, listen, bemused.  
She glistens and inspired though abused in way I thought of only fleetingly through 
headphones that I tossed aside as readily as she the bride.  
Children, friends who spat their curse and worse they cannot question for in their 
lessons they learn only verse. But I can add and its oppression, phoney.  
Home. She lands in pulsing orange and parting words are few and do no justice.  
Fussed, frustrated and inspired and tired from all the conversation.  
The pill in the corner on the wet floor.  
The vegan bread, the nodding head, the younger face, the older head and the 
head that wants to learn more.  
I want to understand free will  
and she wants to understand adds.  
And that was Friday.  

Stanza:  
Red 1   Orange 2  Yellow 3   Green 4  
Dark green 5  Light Blue 6  Mid blue 7    Dark blue 8  
Purple 9   Maroon 10   Grey general   



Reference Point: Thematic/ Personal  

4.   
Technology – the inability of tech to nourish, "insta meals” 
FOMO etc. – meal envy?  

5. Sex work  - Eliza’s personal connection & experience 

6.  
Ancestry and generationalism – We’re all physically affected by both of these 

8.  
performance as an exploration & expression of  
Interpersonal experiences  

9.  
JM Coetzee – “Childen scorning childhood” text 
Religious instruction – Jewish/Islamic  

General 
Birth is ultimate violent strangeness  
Mother is ultimate familiarity  

Reference Point: Potential Secondary Sources  

1. 
The woman at NYU who carried the mattress she was raped on around her campus 
for a week as a silent protest  

2 
Francis Bacon material from prior work & inspiration from his paintings 
Pedal Castles material   

3. 
Little Red Riding Hood 

4. 
Extension/refraction of Sophie’s solo from Feet.Us 

8. 
Billy Holiday  

9. 
JM Coetzee  

F10. 
Feet.Us  



General 
the ‘crazy lady’ blog 
The Sound of Music - escaping refugees, personal/childhood connection  
Refugee Experiences 
Jack Sullivan’s First Response Poem: 
“For the distance between us  
Decreased. For our houses  
were a wreck, walls  
Running into one another  
A series of lines, geometric plates  
Jutting out at weird angles, 
Construction beams dominating the landscape,  
Like a body on an operating table,  
Pulled open, the bleeding, beating heart  
Crying out (though that could have been The traffic.)  

For our faces blurred. 
The passing trains deceive 
Ing us our due. Recognition —  
What a word. For we leaned  
Close to our neighbor, eager  
To get their scent, forgetting  
Our squeamish tendencies, because  
I want to know. I want to know  
What it feels like. You may be  
My opposite, but that’s a line  
We’re going to have to cross.  

For our youth was ending.  
For the vodka didn’t taste as good  
And neither did the fish.  
For the fish was caught in an ocean  
Slowly emptying. For the water  
Fell in droves one winter, freezing over  
Until there was nothing left but glass.  
All those mirrors frightened us. For the sky  
Gave nothing in return, just color,  
The voices crying out  
Our only source of meaning.  

For to tell you I love you, I only need  
words. For my bank account is empty,  
The name of my savior sitting on  
1. The tip of my tongue. The world may be ending 
Though I know we at least have this:  
That despite the contingency plans, 
The end was in sight. The morning  
Coming again and again, a burst of flame  
So great, that you want to cry.” 



Reference Point: Fecund Associations/ preliminary design ideas  

10. 
Aborted Foetus  (Feet.Us) (‘the pill in the corner')  

Reference Point: Formal process, task, Genre, artform  

6.  
Do something to exhaustion  

General 
Tasks:  

Tasks can fit into one or more of these categories  

1.  Voice & E/Motion  
2. Context $ Association  
3. Aural Architecture  
4. Bodily – Actions and referenced parts  
5. Familiarity and Strangeness – (meta task?) 

Associative Warms ups 
- Word association:  

encouraging lateralness  
whole concept association  
key word as next associative starting point  
association must be bodily - body part, action, movement quality 

Enact/indicate body part that is your association (with a movement)  
build small phrases from this -  Accumulate add influence to movement from aural 
architecture 

Genrative tasks: 

** do a familiar thing in a strange way (e.g. make a cup of tea with no hands) 

* make a phrase from the list of body parts mentioned in the poem  
1. Mentioned in order  
2. Improve + develop with feedback  
3. can be in pairs, ‘as you go’ task 

**Take a touch or sense of touch as inspiration for an exploration  
( possible an explore about x theme) 

** QUADRANTS – with various prompts (e.g. upstage right quadrant ‘let slip’ down 
stage left quadrant ‘sag and bend and break’ 

** Quick response quality (qualities from the poem, e.g. ‘let slip’) 



- w/wout counts  
- w/wout sequence building 
- various types  

Improv quality over a set movement sequence  
e.g x solo, but all in ‘let slip’ 

** Listen and /or speak  and respond in movement to the poem 
*just selected words (e.g. verbs) 
*just consonants 
just vowels 

Do something to exhaustion  

Beginning, middle & End swap. 
- short BME task  
- intuitive response swaps 
- swaps with a desired effect or quality etc. 

META TASKS  

obstacle course - collection of other tasks in sequence 
***pinpoint and decide “course’ based on events of the text  
*movement body words  
*aural architu=ecture  
*structure ( eg …. Thoughts etc.) 

‘same plus’ – eyes closed, w movement quality, w tempo, w imaginative 
circumstances etc.  

- ie any task put under un-familiar circumstances? 

expressive movement / guesture * 
- ‘do’ x word or phrase , multiple versions  
- do by degrees of separation of association  
- do with giving artists each others associations  


